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“That first
spring day
lightens
my mood”

Franklin Park Wing Chair velvet, olive (NOK 1.4990),
available in various colours velvet, linen and pellini,
RM Beach Club Fillable Votive small (NOK 149)*,
Seashell Fillable Votive (NOK 169), Summer Shell
Fillable Votive (NOK 229), Best Of Summer Fillable
Votive (NOK 149), RM Beach Club Fillable Votive
medium (NOK 169)*.
* Availble from April 2019.
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Hello Spring
I really hate the cold and although Christmas is my favourite time of
year, on 27 December I can again be longing for spring and the winter
could not be over sooner.
The Netherlands is a real ice skating country. As soon as it freezes for
a week, the eleven-city virus re-emerges and everyone talks about the
race really happening again: the Elfstedentocht (Eleven Cities Tour).
The romance around the tour of tours in our beautiful Friesland is
wonderful, but I am Amsterdam born and when it freezes there is
nothing more beautiful for me than the scene of skating people and
their children on the canals after a few weeks of frost. That makes my
heart beat faster, but then please give me the ﬁrst “skirt day” in March,
as the sadly untimely deceased Dutch writer Martin Bril called the early
spring days when women leave their long pants in the wardrobe and
once more reveal their legs under a skirt.
Oh yes, that ﬁrst spring day lightens my mood so well. Towards the end
of the day, I think “To the terrace!”, having a nice glass of something,
chatting with friends or with Saskia and the kids, having a snack, or
strolling along the canal where the ﬁrst folding tables have just been
installed on the pavement with bottle of rosé on top, some cheese
and nuts and you see them enjoying the ﬁrst rays of sunshine. Waking
up at seven in the morning to the light that streams in through the
curtain opening instead of being rudely roused by a screaming alarm
clock. Now that’s true spring for me.
When from 1985, we had the ﬂower shop in the Herenstraat in
Amsterdam, we often went to Café de Vergulde Gaper on the corner of
the Prinsengracht when the weather was nice.Then they had a gigantic
sunny terrace all the way up to the bridge, and that was always packed
full in lovely weather. With a bowl of taco chips and a few beers you
could hold out there for a few hours in the early spring sun: happiness
was quite normal in those days. We lived in Amsterdam with no balcony
or garden, so we often ﬂed to a terrace when the weather was good.
When we wanted children we left the city and bought in Hoofddorp a
small 1930s semi-detached house with “some overdue maintenance”.
I actually have two left hands so I’m useless at DIY, but I can work out
how I want it to be. No idea of who I got that from, because neither my
mum nor dad had talent with interiors or design. Father-in-law Jan was a
carpenter/contractor who was able to make anything from sight. Within
a week the rear wall of our hovel was gone, you could look through the
ceiling to the ﬁrst ﬂoor, and you had to jump from beam to beam when
you walked through the house. Some beams were rotten, but that was
no problem according to Jan. I couldn’t sleep for the worry: had I paid
185,000 guilders (it was about ten years before the euro) for a disaster?
I didn’t yet know that later you couldn’t even buy a garage in Amsterdam
for that (about €85,000). I thought it was a lot of money at the time.

This typical country trend has lasted for many years and has made our
brand big and well-known, far beyond our national borders. And now we
have given the collections a new touch without losing sight of our DNA.
We‘ve prepared our collection for the next step. The new RM should
not only be there for the country-style fan, but also appeal to a broader
target group. As yet, that‘s worked really well, because we have grown
like mad again over the last years.
A nice example of the new RM can be found in this spring magazine,
on page 22, where we introduce the new Uptown Sofa, a multifunctional hip elements sofa that you can mix and match in various
ways. As a counterpart, we made the Residenza Sofa that ﬁts just as
easily in a hip loft as a classic RM interior. See it on pages 2 and 3 and
on the cover. With its ﬁlling of real duck down, you’ll want to stay forever
once you sit. Will this be our best sofa yet?
The Cabot Cove Coﬀee Table on page 46 is really classic RM with a new
look; we call it “the new country”. The Tribeca Bar Cabinet of recycled
elm standing next to former Miss Universe Kim Kötter on page 28 is
another example of the new RM style, timeless yet still classic in its design and material. But I’m only really seriously in love with the completely handmade Manacor Chair of recycled teak with rattan on page 48.
This will be the new classic - so beautiful.
I write this column on 30 December in the sun in our garden on Ibiza
where we‘ve been celebrating New Year the last few years. As I said,
I really don’t like the cold and on Ibiza it can be gorgeous in winter at
16/17 degrees Celsius under a clear blue sky. Tomorrow, New Year’s
Eve is the deadline for my column because the magazine has to be at
the printers in Paris on time at the end of January for Maison et Objet,
the world‘s most important interior trade fair.
As I browse through the Spring Magazine, the photos just make me
really happy. Gets you right in the mood for enjoying your summerhouse - soonish. I am so very proud of the result. With this new
collection, again we have made a few steps forward.
I wish you a splendid spring with lots of sun. Enjoy each other and
your home!

CEO/Founder Rivièra Maison

Follow me on:
Anyway, our ﬁrst place under the sun was made beautiful, and there
our son Sjors was born, now more than 26 years ago. We turned it
into a real country-style house, such a jewel that it made it into several
magazines. I was still in the early days of the transition from ﬂower shop
to interior brand, but that media attention drove my ambition higher
and higher. I had to and would do more with interiors; there lay my real
passion. Before Sjors was 1 year old, I had sketched my ﬁrst furniture
pieces, including a baby line complete with chest of drawers, wardrobe,
and coat rack; all white furniture embellished with an elegant black text.
It was a huge success, also for our wholesaler and we were copied
everywhere, even in the US.
As now, the furniture was all handmade in small workshops in Indonesia,
so sometimes things went wrong. It was trial and error in those days,
which produced much stress, but thinking back, it also had its charm.

RMHenkTeunissen

@henkrm

@RMHenk
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Notting Hill Sofa 3.5 Seater velvet, soho sky blue (NOK 15.490),
available in various colours velvet, Twiggy End Table set of 2
(NOK 3.290), Calcara Beach Lantern (NOK 349).
For further product information, see pages 79-81 of this magazine.
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A deserted island in the Paciﬁc Ocean, where all
you hear is the rustling of palm trees from your
hammock, and where from time to time you're woken
by a falling coconut. Serene tranquillity, white sand
and a glittering turquoise sea; all these elements can
be found back in the Serene Island Collection.

The Jagger Corner Arm Left velvet, mint (NOK 10.990), The Jagger Corner velvet, mint (NOK 9.490), The Jagger Center velvet, mint, width: 95 cm
(NOK 8.490), this series is available in a selection of modules in velvet, washed cotton and oxford weave, Pretty Pompon Throw white, size: 170 x 130 cm
(NOK 799), also available in natural, Whimsical Weave Pillow Cover white, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 579), Macrame Pillow Cover size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 699),
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Serene Island Palm Leaf Pillow Cover sand, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 529), Sa Canal Lantern (NOK 449)**, Bleeckerstreet End Table size: 65 x 45 cm
(NOK 5.490), Bleeckerstreet Coﬀee Table size: 90 x 90 cm (NOK 8.990), Vanessa Etagère (NOK 1.490)*, Serene Reef Votive small (NOK 79) and medium
(NOK 129), Ocean Reef Votive small (NOK 99) and medium (NOK 149), Happy Island Lantern (NOK 279), Rustic Rattan Formentera Book Cabinet (NOK 5.490).
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Purely tropical
You can bring the tropics into your home with an
aquarium brimming with tropical ﬁsh of course, but
these ornately woven rattan ﬁsh take much less
looking after. All these products are handmade,
making each piece highly individual.
Rustic Rattan Tropical Fish medium (NOK 349)
and large (NOK 449).

Rustic Rattan Ibiza Swing (NOK 2.190), Whimsical Weave Pillow Cover white, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 579), Serene Bay Lantern (NOK 299),
Happy Island Lantern (NOK 279), Vanessa Etagère (NOK 1.490)*, Serene Reef Votive small (NOK 79) and medium (NOK 129), Ocean Reef Votive
small (NOK 99) and medium (NOK 149), Macramé Pillow Cover size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 699), Serene Island Palm Tree Ink Stripe Pillow Cover
green, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 529), Whimsical Weave Pillow Cover white, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 579), Serene Island Palm Leaf Pillow Cover
sand, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 529), Serene Island Lounge Stripe Pillow Cover sand, size: 65 x 45 cm (NOK 579), Serene Island Ink Stripe
Pillow Cover green, size: 60 x 60 cm (NOK 699).
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The Serene Island collection adds an extra touch to a homely, opulent interior. The colour palette
of white, ﬂax and coral green make this collection truly distinctive. The fabulous cushions
and throws are made of premium cotton and linen. The rich embroidery, the chic ﬁnishing
and lovely weaving techniques all help make this collection truly special.
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QUALITY
TIME
Cooking or having a drink together, spending quality time
with one another ... a salad or light dish is often found on the
menu in the summer months. What will it be today: a farfalle,
pesto and roasted pine nut salad or rather a Moroccan couscous
salad with falafel and spring onion? Whatever you go for, this
delightful set of bowls, with a mango wood border, is a must.
Serene Island Check Bowl (NOK 149), Rustic Rattan Placemat Oval (NOK 229), Traditional
Tassel Napkin ﬂax, set of 2 (NOK 229), Rustic Rattan Folding Napkin Ring (NOK 69),
Nolita Mini Bowl (NOK 59), Nolita Bowl small (NOK 59)*, Cooking Stories Chopping Board
(NOK 579)*, Tasty Salt & Pepper Set (NOK 119)*, Tasty Tapas Spoons set of 4 (NOK 149)*,
Tasty Tapas Plate (NOK 119)*.
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Let’s drink wine
A glass of wine tastes all the better once the sun comes out again.
This wine glass has the letter ‘W’ imprinted on it. The glass, especially
for white wine, is functional and stylish in design. There is also one
with the letter ‘R’ for red wine, and the letter ‘C’ for champagne.
W-White Wine Glass (NOK 119).

Oh crab!
Mini salmon wraps, seafood, eel on toast, or simply a
delicious crab salad baguette. Serve your appetizers on this
fun chopping board in the shape of a crab. Also, great to use
as a serving board or as a place mat under a hot plate.
Classic Crab Chopping Board (NOK 449).

We love fruit
Fill the dishes with fresh grapes, apple pieces or some cherries
and enjoy your fruit snack at the breakfast bar, or out in the garden
in good weather. The small dish is 7 cm high and is made of sturdy
mango wood. The outside of the bowl is white-striped, so it
matches well with the other products in this range.
Serene Island Check Bowl (NOK 149).

Strong & beautiful
The Duncan Serving Tray is very unique. The upper part
is made of heavy aluminium, and the lower part of
wood, giving the piece an authentic look & feel.
Duncan Serving Tray size: 50 x 25 cm (NOK 929).

* Availble from March 2019. ** Availble from April 2019.
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Cute!
Besides being a cute, white
ﬁgurine with beseeching eyes,
this miniature terracotta puppy
also doubles up as a money box.
A money box is always a fun
present to give, for example, as
a new baby gift. The tiny puppy
is made of unglazed ceramic
and measures 22 cm high.
Pretty Puppy Money Saver
(NOK 299).

Do you know the feeling, when you love every accessory going
but really can't decide on which one to choose? We are on hand
to help by showing you our favourites from the new collection.

For the one you love

We love storage

Flowers every day

Present your biscuits or other sweet treats
romantically with a cup of tea or coﬀee,
on this heart-shaped tray.

This three glass storage pot stack is a
sight to behold. The pot is also available
with two layers, or just a single layer.

Flowers bring joy, and this vase in the shape of
a perfume bottle is a real must-have for those
who regularly have a bouquet on display.

Rustic Rattan Heart Mini Tray (NOK 169).

Délicieux Storage Jar 3 layers (NOK 399).

Fleurs De La Maison Vase (NOK 449).
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You can leave
your hat on
The Panama Decoration Hat
Statue comprises a lovely, smooth,
wooden plinth and an aluminium
hat that can be hung oﬀ the top of
the plinth. Fantastic to adorn your
dressing table with, or to display in
pride of place on the sideboard.
Panama Decoration
Hat Statue (NOK 699)*.

An apple a day

Memories

There's the famous saying: “An apple a day
keeps the doctor away”. This large, glass bowl
with a lid has space for tasty apples, but you
can always pop something a little less healthy
in it of course, such as sweets or biscuits.

This little cabinet with a glass door holds
your most cherished memories. The
middle section is a pinboard, great for
your holidays snaps, for example.

Sweet & Tasty Apple Storage Jar (NOK 449).

My Dearest Memories Cabinet medium
(NOK 699), also available in large.

Sweet as honey
Mmm ... honey, delicious. This glass honey pot with
a wooden lid also has a special honey spoon to scoop
up the honey without making the sides of the pot all
sticky. Perfect, the honey can now also be placed on
the table, with peace of mind. Use the aluminium
mini tray underneath if you'd rather not handle the
pot at all. Really practical!
Busy Bee Honey Jar incl. spoon (NOK 169), RM Chopping
Serving Tray medium (NOK 279)*, also available in large.

Home sweet home
Wandering past traditional canal houses, you'll come across
stunning gables. So too, the stair gable. See how the windows light up
and how the house comes to life when you light the tea light in the
terracotta holder. You might even take a quick sneaky peek inside.
Neck Gable Canal House small (NOK 199), Bell Gable Canal House
small (NOK 199), Stepped Gable Canal House small (NOK 199),
the houses are also available in medium.
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The straw to my berry

In the heart

Contemporary look

Serve a delicious drink in a beautiful glass
with a stylish straw. This set of four metal
straws can be reused and cleaned with
the tiny brush that is included.

Say goodbye to ring marks with this
set of four white, heart-shaped coasters
in a rattan holder. Cheers!

The ornamental round glass of this lamp is
ﬁnished oﬀ with antique brass strips. Lending
the lamp an industrial, contemporary look.

Rustic Rattan Heart Coasters
set of 4 (NOK 349).

Brompton Cross Hanging Lamp
(NOK 2.290).

Happy Straws Metal set of 4 (NOK 149).

Feast for the eyes
All manner of things can be stored in these
glass jars. Their glass exterior makes them ideal
for storing things as display. These storage jars
really come into their own in the kitchen,
ﬁlled with pasta or rice, for example.
Heart Metal Storage Jar (NOK 449),
& Metal Storage Jar (NOK 579),
RM Metal Storage Jar (NOK 579),
XL Metal Storage Jar (NOK 699).

Let’s have
breakfast
Do you wake up on the right side
of bed too, when given breakfast
in bed? This sandwich-shaped
board is super practical to make
your sandwiches on. The board
is made of mango wood.
Good Morning Sunshine
Chopping Board (NOK 169).
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With love
This delightful etagère is
made of light, shimmery
aluminium, and has
a lovely heart at its top.
Perfect for small bites
and tasty snacks
Lovely Heart Etagere
(NOK 229).

Break an egg

Summer glow

Literally put some love on the
breakfast table when you serve a freshly
boiled egg in this romantic egg cup.

Candles simply burn even more beautifully
with this superb white metal lantern.

The Perfect Heart Egg Cup (NOK 59).

RM Lantern Lane white, small (NOK 449)**,
also available in medium.

Hit the hook

Hold your horses

With a fork and spoon

Seven delightful canal houses
areillustrated on this charming,
aluminium coat rack, each with
their own distinctive gable. The
coat rack has ﬁve sturdy hooks.

This classic hobby horse, made
from wood with rattan details is
a striking home accessory for the
living room or children's bedroom.
This little horse is too reﬁned to play
on, but can rock back and forth.

How to make sure the napkins don't ﬂy
oﬀ the table? The clip in the shape of a fork
and spoon keeps the napkins neatly in place,
making it ideal for outdoor use too.

Canalhouse Coat Rack
(NOK 579).

* Availble from March 2019.
** Availble from April 2019.

Rustic Rattan Rocky Horse
size: 47 x 13 x 33 cm (NOK 1.150).

Fork And Spoon Napkin Holder
(NOK 449)*, Paper Napkin Home Made
Lemonade (NOK 49).
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Teatime

Tea for me

Like a star

Present your teas in this rattan tea box
in the shape of a teapot. The practical
lid is secured onto the tea box.

Serve your tea in style to your
tea-drinking guests on this
Rustic Rattan Teapot Mini Tray.

Rustic Rattan Teapot Tea Box
(NOK 349)*.

Rustic Rattan Teapot Mini Tray
(NOK 169)*.

This double-wall coﬀee and tea glass
is a real must-have. The inner shape is
mouthblown in the shape of a star; drinking
coﬀee has just got even more enjoyable!
Enjoy Star Double Wall Glass (NOK 149).

Enjoy!
This placemat made of robust
MDF not only looks great on the
breakfast table but is also ideal
to serve someone breakfast in
bed on. The fresh, white placemat has ample room to present
all your tasty treats on.
Eat Drink Love Placemat
(NOK 229).

Basic is beautiful

We love it!

A linen cushion cover is a great asset to
any summer interior. The 100% linen fabric
is organic and durable. These stunning
cushions are available in four crisp colours.

Luckily this heart-shaped dish can
be used 365 days a year, and not just
on Valentine's Day; it's a veritable
gem on your coﬀee table.

Lovely Linen Pillow Cover blossom, eggshell, fresh
green and natural, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 579),
Rustic Rattan Ibiza Swing (NOK 2.190).

The Secret Ingredient Heart Bowl
(NOK 299).

* Availble from March 2019.
** Availble from April 2019.
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Happy fish
These rustic rattan serving trays
in the shape of a ﬁsh are fantastic
decorative pieces. Or, why not
use them to serve up hot rolls
over lunch or brunch?
Rustic Rattan Fish Serving Tray
small (NOK 299)** and medium
(NOK 399)**.

By the sea
With summer beckoning, this fabulous porcelain tableware set can never go
amiss. This service is of white porcelain with a variation of deep blue horizontal
stripes and cheerful little ﬁsh that seem to be lying on the plate. As the
plates are handmade, each one has a unique, distinctive appearance.
Catch Of The Day Serving Plate (NOK 349)**, Catch Of The Day Bowl (NOK 169)**,
Catch Of The Day Stripe Plate (NOK 199)**, Catch Of The Day Mini Plate (NOK 99)**,
Catch Of The Day Dinner Plate (NOK 279)**, Catch Of The Day Napkin (NOK 59)**.

Turn the music up

Let’s celebrate!

Neat & tidy

It’s a miracle: Put your mobile phone with
your best tracks on it in this natural speaker,
made of glass. Even when you turn the volume
right up, the sound remains crystal-clear.

Champagne ... there's reason to celebrate.
Of course, champagne sparkles at its best
in a tall ﬂute, wouldn't you say? So versatile,
the ﬂute is dishwasher-proof.

The kitchen drawers are due a tidy-up
now you have this cutlery tray to hand. Made
of rattan, with four handy compartments.

The Music Is Good Glass Sound Bar
(NOK 349).

C-Champagne Flute (NOK 119).

Rustic Rattan Cutlery Organiser
(NOK 349).
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MODERN
LIVING
Modern Living is a popular style of interior: homely,
comfortable, with a great deal of focus on cosiness.
The tranquil colours and natural fabrics lend the
interior a snug look & feel, where everyone feels quickly
at home. Quite obviously a place meant for relaxation.
With modern living we see tranquillity coming through time and again in the
designs. Serenity and ambience are created with organic, robust materials.
Wood and rattan predominate, and tactile fabrics such as velvet, cotton and
linen are hugely popular too. All these materials come together beautifully
with a large rug or fabric sofa. Where the shiny chrome detailing lend this
room an opulent look & feel, the green throughout the home injects a
natural tranquillity.
Palmo Armchair velvet, slate grey (NOK 6.990),
Faubourg End Table nickel, diameter: 35 cm
(NOK 1.990), also available in diameter: 42 cm,
Nantucket Desk Lamp (NOK 1.790).
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Seeking peace and tranquillity in greenery is becoming more and more popular. Modern Living dovetails perfectly with
this demand for bringing nature into the home in a distinctive way. Place diﬀerent types of plants next to each other,
hang them, or opt for a real eye-catcher with one large plant. Whatever you go for, greenery thrives! You can also make
a statement in your interior by adding a stunning cabinet. Cabinets are great storage pieces, but also inject ambience
into your interior. Take this fabulous herringbone Tribeca Bar Cabinet made of recycled wood. A classic cabinet with
a contemporary twist. A genuine eye-catcher! Would you rather have an open display cabinet for all your
knick-knacks? If so, the splendid metal Midtown Book Cabinet (in the upper left) is the one for you.
For full product information, see pages 79-81 of this magazine.
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Mix & match
Modern Living goes hand in hand with relaxation. The Uptown
Sofa has fabulous plump seats and is roomy in dimension. The
back cushions are loose so they can be placed anywhere on the
sofa. They don‘t shift, even when you lean heavily against them.
Ideal for snuggling up together on to watch a ﬁlm, or for chatting
the night away. Put together your own sofa using the separate
elements. Mixing it up lends your living room its own identity.
All the elements are available in a stunning natural palette.
The Uptown Sofa melee, in blue, light brown and natural
(NOK 8.990), also available in velvet, ice blue.
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Put it on me!
Steel and glass are immensely popular in contemporary interiors.
All these materials come together beautifully with a large rug
and fabric sofa.
Wood is a great way to add extra warmth into your home. Place
a wooden coﬀee table in between the elements to create a
delightful, spacious eﬀect. Using several coﬀee tables is the ideal
way to showcase your loveliest accessories. Opt for a huge vase
to hold stunning ﬂowers or foliage, or for beautifully decorated
lanterns. The small, circular occasional tables can also be easily
moved around the space. From circular, wooden coﬀee tables to
an oval, metal one with a stunning herringbone ﬁnish in recycled
wood. An eye-catching coﬀee table completes your interior to
perfection!

Gloucester Butler Floor Lamp (NOK 3.390), Classic Natural Linen
Lampshade white, size: 42 x 55 cm (NOK 999), Le Bar American
Coﬀee Table set of 3 (NOK 9.990), Trident Coﬀee Table (NOK 8.990),
Classic Reversible Decoration Hurricane large (NOK 579)*, also
available in medium, The Uptown Sofa melee, in blue, light brown
and natural (NOK 8.990), also available in velvet, ice blue, Cameron
Coﬀee Table set of 2 (NOK 9.990), Grimaldi Hurricane medium
(NOK 699) and large (NOK 999), Harbour Island Basket medium
(€ 449,00), also available in small and large, Nisantasi Carpet grey,
size: 300 x 200 cm (NOK 11.490), also available in beige.
For further product information, see pages 79-81 of this magazine.

* Available from March 2019.
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Milano Cake Stand (NOK 1.150),
available from March 2019.

Live a little
Modern Living is also an interior to be lived in, with a personal mix of
rustic, classic, ethnic and design pieces. An oak table with robust, steel legs
is combined with various chairs and glass lanterns. By using a range of
materials, such as pellini leather and velvet, an interior is given the personal
touch. A fabulous rug under the dining table completes the look.

The fondest
memories are
made when
gathered around
the table.

Le Bar American Dining Table (NOK 15.490), within this series there are various tables available,
Frisco Drive Dining Armchair velvet, springtime green (NOK 2.190), available in various colours velvet
and in pellini, Rockefeller Dining Chair velvet, café latte and midnight grey (NOK 3.190),
available in various colours velvet and in pellini, Classic RM Candle Dôme small (NOK 169),
medium (NOK 199) and large (NOK 229), RM Classic Candle Saucer (NOK 99).
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Harbour
Island Basket
small (NOK 349),
also available in
medium and large.

Raﬄes
Serving Tray
(NOK 1.590)

Rockefeller
Dining Chair
pellini, camel
(NOK 3.190)

A contemporary interior stands out with its use of
beautiful materials such as wood, steel and homely
fabrics in natural hues. Would you like to recreate the
stunning contemporary look in your home too?
Shop the look here.

Classic Vintage
Velvet Pillow Cover
blue, size: 55 x 35 cm (NOK 449)

Lovely Linen Pillow Cover
size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 579)

Midtown Book Cabinet

The Uptown Sofa

(NOK 10.990)

melee, light brown (NOK 8.990)

Kristina Bozilovic
Kristina started her TV career at TMF, followed
by MTV and RTL. She was no longer unknown
in the media and exactly ten years ago she took
over the magazine Talkies, in good time to share
in celebrating its 25th anniversary this year. The
magazine says itself that it is a bit headstrong,
has its own course and has very stable partners
from which beautiful collaborations have emerged. For years she has had a warm bond with
Rivièra Maison: “When you see and smell an
RM store, you experience above all what the
Home is ... feeling. Rivièra Maison is a master in
creating homeliness in your interior. There is such
a great balance between classic and modern,
but everything bears the same warmth and
homeliness. I feel completely at home there.”

POWER WOMEN

A ﬂourishig career, mother, a
centepede and especially an
explosive ﬁne, warm and cosy
home for family and friends –
that is what these power women
have in common. We are happy
to present their favourite setting
for the new season to you!
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Fajah Lourens
After a role in the Costa series, GTST was her big breakthrough. In 2010, she interrupted her TV career in order to focus on other challenges.
She created her own online sports platform, where nutrition, sport and health are central. Meanwhile her fourth book has been published,
The Cellulite Guide. Fajah has her own bikini and lingerie line, she is a well-known DJ and her healthy bars will appear on the market soon. In
short, an jack-of-all-trades with even more ideas. Nowadays, she ﬁnds her peace and quiet at home and enjoys the time she can spend with
dear friends. “For me, a warm and cosy house is mainly a mix of styles, but together they form a whole. So I also have my own favourites
here which I mix with other styles, but it remains a warm and cosy whole.”
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Kim Kötter
In 2002, Kim was crowned Miss Universe, after which her career took a completely diﬀerent turn than she had in mind as a student.
She took over the organisation of Miss Germany and later Miss Netherlands and has now been on TV for 10 years, the past 2 years as
one of the regular faces on SBS Shownieuws. In addition, she has her own line within a children's clothing brand and, together with her
husband Jaap (Reesema), she is very committed to charities. Together they have two beautiful sons and they are planning to move to
their new dream home in the summer. “I can't wait to set it all up with my own ideas. Warm, cosy but with colour because we love some
colour and life in the house. I'm like a child as I get so happy about beautiful things like this rugged cupboard, the Tribeca Bar Cabinet,
made of reclaimed wood – really cool!”
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Miljuschka
Witzenhausen
Miljuschka once started at TMF, but most
people know her through her cooking
skills and love for honest food, with her
countless variations on the cheesecake
really unprecedented! Since she has been
a mother she has shared her passion
on social media, which resulted in her
receiving her own cooking programme
at 24Kitchen 4 years ago. She also
produces, writes cookbooks and has
recently released her own crockery set.
It is her personal challenge to inspire
people to start cooking again. “It makes
me so happy when someone tells me
that a recipe has worked so well, but what
I love most is cooking for my children
and having a lovely meal with them
at the table. Last year I visited Rivièra
Maison again and it felt like coming home.
But I was also very surprised by all the
beautiful, new and especially modern
stuﬀ. Lots of steel and wood like this
cool dining table, but I also like those
Amsterdam City Dining Chairs! And I'm
deﬁnitely going to use the paint in my
new home – it really is great!”

For product information, see pages 79-81 of this magazine.
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Barton's Creek
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Enjoy this summer in the middle of
nature, between forest and heath,
overlooking a beautiful, glittering lake.
Step into the jeep for an adventurous
journey that leads you to the beautiful
lake, grab a canoe from the trailer and
sail towards the evening sun. After one
last game of baseball, the whole gang
gathers, sitting on felled tree trunks
outside the tent to enjoy the glow of the
crackling campﬁre.

Rugged details
This sporty, adventurous feeling is reﬂected in the Barton's
Creek textile collection, which consists of beautiful cushions
and throws in navy blue and shades of grey. The collection
is characterised by materials such as cotton and vintage
jersey, many stripes and rugged details such as the rubber
patches.This rugged aluminium lantern with wooden shutters
is reminiscent of an American boat house and provides a
unique and natural light.
Cutter Ridge Lantern medium (NOK 929),
also available in large and square.

Easy Island Throw grey, size: 170 x 130 cm (NOK 799), Barton's Creek EST 1948
Pillow Cover grey/white, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 699), Barton's Creek Vintage Pillow
Cover grey/blue, size: 50 x 30 cm (NOK 579), Barton's Creek Paddle Box Pillow
navy/oﬀ white (NOK 449), Island Plaited Pillow Cover natural, size: 45 x 45 cm
(NOK 699)*, Barton's Creek Stripe Pillow Cover grey/white, size: 50 x 50 cm
(NOK 629), Barton's Creek Summer Camp Pillow Cover grey/white, size: 65 x 45 cm
(NOK 699), Barton's Creek Navy Pillow Cover dark blue, size: 60 x 60 cm (NOK 699).
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SLEEK AND STYLISH
The perfect interior for the stylish man (or woman of course)! This interior is sleekly styled,
without losing sight of the warmth and cosiness. The fresh look of the interior is created
by the use of natural materials and the colour white. White forms the basis for the ﬂoor,
walls and ceiling – the ideal solution to visually enlarge a room and create an open
feeling. By working with an open and minimalist design, the diﬀerent materials come
into their own.
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100%
down feathers

Simplicity and tranquillity
The combination of white and wood in the interior is a trend that
will probably never disappear. The use of mango wood in combination
with white creates simplicity and tranquillity in the interior and forms
a feeling of connection with nature. This fresh combination can be
implemented in any living style, whether you like rural, industrial,
classic or modern.
Paciﬁca Glass Dresser (NOK 17.490), Rustic Rattan Eivissa Stool
(NOK 1.990), Costa Lantern grey (NOK 349), also available in white.

Residenza Sofa 3.5 Seater oxford weave, alaskan white (NOK 31.990),
available in various colours, Paciﬁca Glass Cabinet (NOK 21.990),
within this series there are various cabinets and a room divider available,
Lovely Linen Pillow Cover natural, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 579), also
available in the colours blossom, fresh green and eggshell, Macrame
Pillow Cover size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 699), Serene Throw pink,
size: 170 x 130 cm (NOK 699)**, The Statesman Pouf velvet, slate
grey (NOK 3.290), available in various colours velvet, Parklane Pouf
velvet, slate grey (NOK 2.790), available in various colours velvet,
Vendôme Serving Tray (NOK 799)*, Connaught Lamp Base
(NOK 1.990), Classic Lampshade white, size: 35 x 45 cm (NOK 699),
Nisantasi Carpet grey, size: 300 x 200 cm (NOK 11.490), also available
in beige.
* Availble from March 2019. ** Availble from April 2019.
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Dinner
TIME
Rugged, robust and with an
industrial touch, no bold
colours but a mix of natural
materials: a powerful interior
with a masculine touch!
No matter how rugged, raw
and robust, this dining room
exudes a whole atmosphere
and warmth. A wonderful
place to dine with friends
while enjoying a homemade
burger and a lovely cold beer!

La Marina Dining Armchair (NOK 2.190),
Rockefeller Dining Chair pellini, camel
(NOK 3.190), also available in the colour
coﬀee and in velvet, Canyamel Dining Table
black legs, diameter: 140 cm (NOK 15.490),
also available with white legs, Brompton Cross
Hanging Lamp (NOK 2.290), Hands Creek
Cabinet (NOK 26.990), World Cities Clock
medium (NOK 1.490), also available in large,
B-Beer Glass (NOK 149).

Rustic Rattan Eivissa Stool (NOK 1.990),
Rue Royale Armchair velvet, pumpkin (NOK 6.990),
available in various colours velvet and in linen.
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Classic interior
The classic now stands out thanks to its mix of modern and antique items.
This combination lets you create a warm, romantic atmosphere Examples of a beautiful
combination include a modern sofa with decorative cushions made of luxury fabric.

Good
to have
Side tables look great in
the sitting room to make
things even cosier. They're
perfect for putting your
drinks or snacks on.

Radziwill Sofa 2 Seater linen, fabulous ﬂax (NOK 14.990), available in various colours linen and as a 3 Seater, Whimsical Weave
Pillow Cover white, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 579), Lovely Linen Pillow Cover blossom, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 579), also available in the
colours eggshell, fresh green and natural, Greenwich End Table set of 2 (NOK 6.990), within this series there are various table sets available,
Classic Lampshade white, size: 35 x 45 cm (NOK 699), The Collector Lamp Base medium (NOK 1.790), Greenwich Coﬀee Table
set of 2 (NOK 6.990), within this series there are various table sets available, Finest Selection Gin & Tonic Glass (NOK 149).
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Simple

elegance
Luxury and elegance take central stage
in an interior which is modern yet classic.
Classic interiors with beautiful, romantic
ornaments that really stand out give such
an amazing atmosphere.
In classic interiors, serenity and elegance
give the ﬁnal touches. A luxurious fabric,
a lamp with a large shade or a classic
wooden frame with a mirror can create
an attractive contrast.

Romantic light
This classic glass cloche has an aluminium ring on the
top and bottom. The glass is inlayed with nacre. Place a
beautiful candle inside to create an atmospheric light.
It can also be used outdoors in the summer so you can
enjoy candle light even if the wind is blowing.
Classic Dome medium (NOK 349), also available in large,
Nautilus Decoration Shell (NOK 169).

Hangbags bring
happiness
This unique rattan bag can, of course, be used as
a handbag, but you can also use the leather strap
to hang it as a decoration. We're in love with this
collectors' item.
Rustic Rattan Handbag (NOK 699).
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My cup of tea
For years, going for high tea has been the pinnacle of a sophisticated
outing. But you can also enjoy that sophistication in your own home.
The perfect way to catch up with your mum or your friends. Fill your
table with delicious sandwiches, scones and treats. And, of course,
a delicious cup of tea or coﬀee.
For product information, see pages 79-81 of this magazine.

Gin & Tonic
After all those cups of tea and sweet treats, your guests
might enjoy something a bit diﬀerent and savoury.
Gin & tonic is very in right now, and there's a lot of
variety on the market. Our favourite is a ﬂowery, spicy
gin paired with a pure tonic with no added ﬂavours.
Use fruit like raspberries, a slice of cucumber, and a
twist of black pepper as a garnish. Delicious!
Finest Selection Gin & Tonic Glass (NOK 149),
available from March 2019, Happy Straws Metal
set of 4 (NOK 149).
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Banana
Glitter
Decoration Leaf
(NOK 99)

Shop the look with the coolest accessories from the
new Spring Collection. With this range you can create
the perfect romantic atmosphere in your living room
or dining room. Give your interior a boost this spring.
Delicate
Fern Glitter
Decoration Leaf

Lovely Linen
Pillow Cover

(NOK 89)

blossom, size: 50 x 50 cm
(NOK 579)

With Love
Chopping Board
(NOK 449)

Whimsical Weave
Pillow Cover
white, size: 50 x 50 cm
(NOK 579)

Madeline
Table Lamp

Tea
House Mug

Coﬀee
House Mug

(NOK 119)

(NOK 99)

(NOK 3.390)

Heart Cake Stand
small (NOK 279)

Radziwill
Hocker
linen, fabulous ﬂax
(NOK 5.490)

Wessex
Dining Chair
velvet, pink (NOK 3.990)
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COLOUR
CONFESSIONS
Colour is an essential part of the interior. It gives a space
individuality and personality. Can it be something crazier?
Then it's great to use an accent colour in your interior.
An accent colour gives an interior a completely diﬀerent
look and also makes other colours dynamic and lively.
So dare to play with bold colours as eye-catchers!
Enhance the colours in your interior with colour contrasts. Go for two complementary
colours, which stand opposite each other in the colour circle. By using these contrasting
colour combinations, both colours are enhanced. This creates a lively interior that
radiates power.

Contessa Armchair velvet, yellow (NOK 6.990), available in various colours velvet,
RM EST 1948 Pillow Cover ﬂax, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 449), Whimsical Weave
Pillow Cover white, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 579), Perfect Summer Stripe
Pillow Cover yellow/ﬂax, size: 65 x 45 cm (NOK 579).
For further product information, see pages 79-81 of this magazine.

Centerpiece!
This dresser is very modern and perfectly matches
a number of interiors. A centrepiece with soul.
Made of pinewood and with two glass doors,
along with a handy drawer in dark wood.
Nantucket Harbour Dresser (NOK 1.549,00),
Beach House Mirror size: 90 x 180 cm (NOK 5.190).
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add
a pop of
colour
to your
life
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colour
outside
the
lines

Miami Armchair velvet, in pink, caramel, slate grey and soho sky blue (NOK 6.990), available in various colours velvet,
Miami Armchair linen, fabulous ﬂax (NOK 7.490), Madeleine End Table set of 2 (NOK 2.190), Huntington Pouf ﬂower (NOK 2.190),
Huntington Pouf velvet, springtime green (NOK 1.990), available in various colours velvet and in pellini.
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PRETTY IN PASTEL
Powdery pastels will continue to brighten up our interior this summer.
Pastel colours are loved by many because they are sweet and cheerful but also
soft. Ideal for bringing spring in! The colours are easy to combine, making
an interior even more cosy, without making it too busy or too colourful.

Classic Vintage Velvet Pillow Cover yellow, size: 55 x 35 cm (NOK 449), Classic Amsterdam Vase (NOK 929), Faubourg End Table nickel,
diameter: 42 cm (NOK 2.190), also available in diameter: 35 cm, Miami Armchair linen, fabulous ﬂax (NOK 7.490), also available in various colours
velvet, Classic Vintage Velvet Pillow Cover pink, size: 55 x 35 cm (NOK 449), also available in blue and yellow, Huntington Pouf ﬂower (NOK 2.190),
Venice Adjustable Sofa Table large (NOK 1.490), also available in medium, Bloom Paris Label Vase (NOK 579), availble from March 2019.

Sweet like candy
Great fan of pastel shades and haven't you had
enough of it yet? Then paint the walls with peace
of mind! Create a sweet and great eﬀect by using
pastel colours throughout the interior. Is it all just
a little too soft and sweet? Then try ochre yellow
or petrol as a refreshing accent.
RM Chalk Paint 100 ml (NOK 59) and 2,5 L (NOK 579),
available in various colours.
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As you drive down the winding road in a classic sports car, you can smell the intense
scents of roasted meat and strong coﬀee. Just as you take the last turn, you will see the
small restaurant packed with people in the most beautiful outﬁts. The ceiling fans work
hard to bring in some fresh air. Fortunately, the table was already reserved months ago.
This exclusive and luxurious feeling can also be experienced from the Café Floral textile
collection. Wonderful natural colours combined with black and white prints of tropical
ﬂowers and leaves decorate the cushions and throws in this luxurious collection.

Retro in a new look
Fan of an interior with a touch of nostalgia? Then choose retro furniture that has been
given a more modern look. Furniture with round, organic shapes, natural materials like rattan
and here and there a colour splash. A beautiful example of this is the La Mirage Wing Chair.
This chair is made of hand woven rattan and gives a natural look to your interior.
The curves and narrow legs make it a trendy whole.
These beautiful round shapes also come back in the Twiggy End Tables. The combination
of old elm and iron ensures that the tables ﬁt into virtually any interior. The retro look
is completed by using many accessories.

Tiberio Lantern black (NOK 699)*, La Mirage Wing Chair (NOK 3.290), Café Floral Leaf Pillow Cover black/white, size: 40 x 30 cm
(NOK 349)*, Café Floral Reserved Pillow Cover ﬂax/black, size: 65 x 45 cm (NOK 579)*, Café Floral Unique Venue Pillow Cover
ﬂax, size: 40 x 30 cm (NOK 449)*, Café Floral Reserved Patchwork Throw size: 180 x 130 cm (NOK 2.190)*.
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Café Floral

RM Metal Storage Jar (NOK 579), Twiggy End Table set of 2 (NOK 3.290), alo available as a Coﬀee Table
set of 2, Every Day Fresh Coﬀee Cup & Saucer (NOK 139), Calcara Beach Lantern (NOK 349), Notting Hill
Sofa 3.5 Seater velvet, soho sky blue (NOK 15.490), available in various colours velvet, Wall Art Audrey With
Bubble Gum size: 80 x 60 cm (NOK 1.990).
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* Availble from March 2019.
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Botanical paradisE
The love of nature and greenery
can be found in this stylish and
relaxing room. The materials
and colours come directly from
nature and provide a lively and
fresh touch. With a natural base,
lots of plants and greenery and
the use of natural materials, you
can transform your home into
a botanical paradise!

For further product information,
see pages 79-81 of this magazine.
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Can't get enough of nature?
Bring nature inside! Not literally
natural, but by using natural
materials such as wood. Wood is
one of the most warm materials.
Combine this with other natural
materials, such as rattan and
jute and the fabrics linen and
cotton for a beautiful whole!

Memories stay forever
A picture says more than a thousand words.
And that picture certainly deserves a great spot
in the house! This picture frame with bamboo
stick structure is made of aluminium.
Bamboo Bliss Photo Frame size: 13 x 18 cm
(NOK 349), also available in size: 10 x 15 cm.

Light up the
darkness
With this beautiful tea light made of glass
you will immediately have fun at home!
Tip: in a jar of coloured sand or stones
and ﬁnally a rustic candle in the right
colour. Atmosphere guaranteed!
Grocery Store Hurricane medium
(NOK 349), also available in large.

Coachella
This bag of sea grass with lovely
raﬃa pompons is delicious boho
chic! The bag is named after the
hip festival Coachella, which is held
in the American Colorado desert.
Coachella Festival Bag medium
(NOK 579), also available in small.

Warm light

Let’s get cozy!

What a picture, this
handmade lantern of reeds.
The use of this natural
material gives the lantern
a warm appearance.

Beautiful plaids and cushions
of luxurious cotton and
linen are the perfect mood
creators on the couch and
complete your interior!

Classic Bay Lantern
(NOK 229).

* Availble from April 2019.

Coachella Throw white,
size: 170 x 130 cm (NOK 1.490),
Island Plaited Pillow Cover
natural, size: 45 x 45 cm
(NOK 699)*.
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Wickerwork is hot! Go back to
the sixties with this interior
where light wood tones and
ﬁne designs naturally ﬁt into
your interior. Combined with
upholstered furniture and lots
of greenery, you can easily bring
a piece of Ibiza into your home.
More of a lover of the Scandinavian
lifestyle? Then choose a combination
with light colours!

Hello ambience!
Enjoy playful ambient light with this bamboo
lantern. A beautiful eyecatcher that can be
placed both inside and outside!
Seminyak Lantern (NOK 929).

We love
Rustic Rattan!
You will be amazed with all the possibilities of this natural product.The material,
the pure craftsmanship and the endless
possibilities. New in our collection: this
cute rattan jeep and wooden rocking
horse with rattan details. Real collector's
items that deserve a place of honour
in the house!
Rustic Rattan Desert Jeep (NOK 1.590)*,
Barton's Creek Vintage Pillow Cover
grey/blue, size: 50 x 30 cm
(NOK 579).

Picture perfect
A special moment, a favourite
memory, keep it in this
aluminuim frame with a
special diamond structure!
Jacky Photo Frame size:
10 x 15 cm (NOK 349)*, also
available in size: 13 x 18 cm.

Serene peace
The rich embroidery, chic ﬁnish and beautiful
weaving techniques make the cushions from
the Serene Island collection really special!
Serene Island Palm Leaf Pillow Cover sand,
size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 529), Lovely Lace
Pillow Cover white, size: 50 x 30 cm (NOK 349),
also available in ﬂax.

Captains' chair
When we saw the ﬁnal result of the Manacor Chair,
we imagined ourselves on the aft deck of a wooden
schooner on the way to a tropical island. The purety of
this chair combines the indoor and outdoor feeling
and looks lovely on a veranda or in your living
* Availble from March 2019.

Manacor Armchair (NOK 6.990).
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Artistic

wickerwork
Rattan and teak are central in this
contemporary style room where
peace and nature predominate. These
beautiful, natural materials immediately
give a warm look to your interior and
are also extremely durable. Win-win!

For further product information,
see pages 79-81 of this magazine.
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Revitalising freshness and
rugged charm characterise the
maritime atmosphere of this
summer collection based on
Stromboli – a beautiful Italian
volcanic island oﬀ the coast of
Sicily. The colours blue, white,
bright sand tones and natural
and rugged materials such as thick
woven cotton, rope and coarse
linen, provide the wonderful
feeling of an endless summer.

For further product information,
see pages 79-81 of this magazine.
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Relax Island Mixed Shells
(NOK 89).

Catch
of the day
No holiday but the feeling of a day
at the beach at home? Present the
tastiest meals on this lovely crockery with
maritime stripe and ﬁsh details! The ﬁsh on
the plates are embossed and create details
on every piece of the crockery. The beautiful
plates, dishes and bowls ﬁt perfectly into
the beach style and give your dining table
a real summer vibe!
Catch Of The Day Serving Plate (NOK 349)*,
Catch Of The Day Stripe Plate (NOK 199)*,
available as complete crockery set.

T

The beach is a symbol of relaxation,
tranquillity and freedom. Beautiful
sea blue and natural shades provide
the ultimate beach feeling! Accessories with shells, blues and stripe
patterns help bring the maritime
ﬂair in your home to life!

Take me to the sea
Textile in natural cotton or linen reﬂects
the purity and freshness of the sea.
With the cushions from our Stromboli
collection, you will immediately feel
as if you are on the beach!
Stromboli Fabulous Fish Pillow Cover
ﬂax, size: 50 x 30 cm (NOK 449)*.

You gotta love lobster!
In a maritime interior, these rattan lobster
and crab are of course indispensable!
Not so fond of lobster? Then choose the
ﬁsh, starﬁsh or sandals from rattan.
Rustic Rattan Lobster (NOK 299),
Rustic Rattan Crab (NOK 229).

Striped
These baskets with stripes are made of
cotton and jute. They not only provide
a good dose of warmth in the home,
but are also ideal for storing small loose
items. Tip: combine these baskets
with the Cala Galdana Stripe Carpet!
Sorrento Stripe Basket medium

(NOK 449)* and large (NOK 579)*.
* Availble from April 2019.
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Wall art

Wallpaper is back in style! Beautiful wallpaper is a quick way to change the
appearance of a room. Put the ﬁnishing touches to your interior. Wallpaper is
also a great way to highlight your taste and style. It's time to make your walls
look warm, fashionable or stylish. Go for wallpaper that adds the wow factor!
RM Wallpaper Rustic Rough Linen natural grey (NOK 579), available in various colours,
Panama Rocking Chair (NOK 7.990), Venice Adjustable Sofa Table large (NOK 1.490),
also available in medium. For further product information, see pages 79-81 of this magazine.
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Anvers linen Stripe
Striped wallpaper can make a room look
bigger, smaller, higher or wider. Vertical
stripes make a room look higher, while
horizontal stripes make the room look
wider. Put stripes on a feature wall so
the eﬀect doesn't become overbearing.
In this interior, we chose to put horizontal
stripes on the side wall to make the space
bigger and longer!
RM Wallpaper Anvers Linen Stripe
crème, available in various colours,
Beacon Hill Side Table french grey
(NOK 14.990), also available in washed oak,
Basic Bali Hurricane medium (NOK 929)
and large (NOK 1.150). For further product
information, see pages 79-81 of this
magazine.

rustic rough linen
Plain wallpaper is perfect if you're looking for
some calm. Simple wallpaper can also make
a big diﬀerence in a new interior. The light
eﬀect in the wallpaper adds a playful touch.
RM Wallpaper Rustic Rough Linen Uni jade,
available in various colours.

This is
my happy
place
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let's
stay
home

botanical bliss
The structure of this wallpaper gives some surprising eﬀects, bringing
your interior to live and giving it an extra dimension thanks to the depth
of the wallpaper. Not only can you see this depth - you can feel it too!
This extraordinary eﬀect is created by shadows and reliefs.

RM Wallpaper Botanical Bliss taupe and soft green, available
in various colours, RM Wallpaper Anvers Linen light green,
available in various colours, Gloucester Butler Floor Lamp (NOK 3.390),
Radziwill Sofa 3 Seater linen, pristine white (NOK 18.990), available in
various colours linen and as a 2 Seater, Le Bar American Coﬀee Table size:
130 x 60 cm (NOK 7.990), within this series there are various tables available.
For further product information, see pages 79-81 of this magazine.
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Lille stripes
Stripes hung vertically make a room look higher.
The thin lines draw the eyes upwards. The beautiful
beige colour makes the interior warm.
RM Wallpaper Lille Stripes taupe, available in
various colours, Newport Drawer Cabinet (NOK 10.990),
within this series there are various cabinets available.

mystic flower
This wallpaper has a beautiful rose pattern. It is romantic,
and emits a sense of conviviality. Its soft colours
and beautiful design create a chique style.
RM Wallpaper Mystic Flower beige,
available in various colours.
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wallpaper
wallpaper
wallpaper

rustic rough linen
Looking for wall paper with the appearance of
rich luxury fabric? Rustic Rough Linen wallpaper
is a sight for sore eyes. This wallpaper looks
sturdy while also making your room feel cosy.
As fabric wallpaper gives an outstanding
look, you can create a stylish interior.
RM Wallpaper Rustic Rough Linen ﬂax,
available in various colours.

midtown tile
Plump for a beautiful tile look in your interior with
this Midtown Tile wallpaper. It lets you create an
industrial eﬀect in your own with a natural, strong
look. Tiles paired with wooden accessories give
a beautiful, robust look.
RM Wallpaper Midtown Tile crème, also available
in white, Happy Island Wooden Etagère
3 Layer (NOK 799), available from April 2019.

For further product information,
see pages 79-81 of this magazine.

A seat
at the table
White crockery, like the new Chef's Table
series on this page, matches any modern
design. Porcelain crockery is sleek and strong.
A linen tablecloth creates the perfect minimialist, peaceful atmosphere, fully dyed grey.
An easy way to bring that special touch to your
dining room is decorating your table with fresh
ﬂowers. It doesn't need to be a forest, but a
few branches and subtle ﬂowers will create
an elegant atmosphere. Dinner time!

Chef's Table Pasta Plate small (NOK 229) and medium (NOK 299), Chef's Table Dinner Plate (NOK 229), Chef's Table Bowl medium (NOK 199).
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Asian Style
Asian cuisine is far from new,
but remains hot and happening.
With a delicious Asian meal,
a beautifully laid table cannot be
missing. The quiet shades of wood
and green make the beautiful
porcelain tableware stand
out beautifully.

Good
to go
Noodles can
be eaten as a
snack, but also
as a whole meal.
No matter how
you eat them it
will undoubtedly
be a success if
they are served
in this beautiful
porcelain
noodle bowl.
Fresh Asian Food
Noodles To Go
Bowl (NOK 199).

Sushi
time

Planking
This Bali Serving
Tray is made of
mango wood
and is sturdy and
strong. It makes
a great platter at
weekend events.

Eating sushi is
even nicer with
these beautiful
porcelain sushi
plates. The
chopstick holders
are decorated
with nice texts.

Bali Deco Serving
Tray (NOK 449).

Sushi Time Plate
(NOK 169), Sushi
Time Sushi Set
(NOK 229).

Fresh Asian Food Noodles To Go Bowl (NOK 199), Finest Selection
Gin & Tonic Glass (NOK 149)*, Sushi Time Plate (NOK 229), Sushi Time
Sushi Set (NOK 229), Basic Beach Votive medium (NOK 199), also
available in small, Serene Island Stripe Bowl (NOK 119), Bali Deco
Serving Tray (NOK 449), Water Colour Napkin (NOK 69)**.
* Availble from March 2019.
** Availble from April 2019.
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Fish
forever
This fantastic
rattan ﬁsh
placemat is
the perfect
centrepiece
to a stunning,
nauticalthemed table.

Dinner's
served
No real chef's
table can be
without these
beautiful deep
Chef's Table
plates. Dishes
just look better!
Chef's Table Bowl
small (NOK 169),
also available
in medium.

Table
linen

Rustic Rattan
Catch Of The
Day Placemat
(NOK 299).

Take a seat
The chef's table is a table in
or overlooking the kitchen of a
restaurant. This special table is often
reserved for important guests.
Create your own chef's table now
and serve your family and friends
the most beautiful dishes on
this beautiful tableware.

Lay some extra
allure on your
table with these
linen napkins,
available in
a number
of beautiful,
natural colours.

Put
a ring
on it

Traditional
Tassel Napkin
ﬂax, set of 2
(NOK 229).

Napkins look
beautiful when
presented in these
hand-made rattan
napkin rings.
Rustic Rattan
Folding Napkin
Ring (NOK 69).

Chef's Table Bowl small (NOK 169), also available in medium, Rustic Rattan
Catch Of The Day Placemat (NOK 299), Chef's Table Dinner Plate
(NOK 229), RM La Cava Wine Cooler small (NOK 229), also available in
large, Traditional Tassel Napkin ﬂax, set of 2 (NOK 229), Rustic Rattan
Folding Napkin Ring (NOK 69).
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Salt and
Pepa’s here
A beautiful salt and
pepper set to make
your food even
more delicious.

Perfect
linen

Tasty Salt & Pepper
Set (NOK 119).

The table
isn't set until
it has these
linen napkins,
complete with
matching
napkin rings
made of rope.

Enjoy!
Want to enjoy a cosy evening
in with friends or family, or
even simply a romantic dinner
for two? This beautiful product
lets you create the perfect
ambience at home.

Alassio Napkin
grey (NOK 99),
incl. napkin ring.

Tapas
This porcelain
bowl is a
beautiful
ornament for
any table. A
beautiful white
bowl you can
simply ﬁll with
delicious treats.

Spooning

Tasty Tapas
Enjoy Bowl
(NOK 59).

This set of four
bright spoons
perfectly matches
the Tasty Tapas
crockery set, and
will make your
ﬁnger buﬀet
even better!
Tasty Tapas
Spoons set of 4
(NOK 149).

Tasty Salt & Pepper Set (NOK 119), Alassio Napkin grey (NOK 99), Tasty Tapas
Spoons set of 4 (NOK 149), Tasty Tapas Enjoy Bowl (NOK 59), Tasty Tapas Lovely
Bowl (NOK 59), Nolita Mini Bowl (NOK 59)*, Tasty Tapas Oval Bowl (NOK 119)*,
RM Champagne Glass (NOK 119), Oxford Serving Tray size: 36 x 18 cm
(NOK 449), also available in size: 26 x 18 cm, Porter Placemat (NOK 229).

* Availble from March 2019.
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SPICK AND
SPAN!

Magazines lying around, extra cushions on the couch,
children's toys all over the house. Recognisable? With
these baskets, in no time at all, you can transform those
messy rooms into clean rooms that are tip top in order!
Besides the fact that wicker baskets are ideal for storing
all kinds of things, they are also great to use as decoration.
Below are four original ways to use these baskets as
decoration in your interior.

As a plant pot
A simple way to dress up plants just a bit more fun; a basket!
Put the plant and pot in a basket and voilà! It can be that
simple. Small tip: place a rugged plant pot in the basket
with a small bowl underneath it to catch the water.

2.
4.

1.

Next to the sofa
or fireplace
Put a basket with your favourite magazines or
dresses next to the sofa. Handy and tidy, but it also
looks great! Do you have a ﬁreplace? Use the basket
for the logs This looks great by the crackling ﬁre!

In an open cabinet

Place a number of baskets in an open
cabinet next to or below each other. Choose
diﬀerent shapes and sizes for a playful twist!

3.

On the wall
A basket with handles? Then hang the basket on a
coat rack or hook on the wall. It not only looks great,
but you can also put some stuﬀ in it.

Serene Island Round Basket small (NOK 349), also available in medium and large, Serene Island Storage Basket medium
(NOK 449) and large (NOK 699), Serene Island Rectangular Basket medium (NOK 449) and large (NOK 579), also available in small.
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Details make the difference
The days are getting longer again, time to dust and clean up the house
again. What is better than wallpapering everything again – now is a good
time for it.
I have developed a whole new wallpaper collection that will transform your
home in no time. Beautiful wallpaper with a coarse rope or linen structure,
or even one with a tile motif inspired by New York; gorgeous images on
a base of tiles. I myself always use wallpaper with a busy print for rooms
where you don't stay as long, a corridor or landing, so it doesn't get boring
very quickly. In this magazine you can see the wallpaper in diﬀerent places,
pages 52 to 56.

My favourite
Instead of a candle or ﬂowers, I placed these
lovely houses in the glass vases. These vases
with the lovely ears are my all-time favourite.
The glassware is blown by mouth, no vase is
exactly the same, which makes this glassware
so unique.
RM Est. 1948 Vase With Handles (NOK 699),
Neck Gable Canal House small (NOK 199), also
available in medium, Bell Gable Canal House
small (NOK 199), also available in medium.

The new wallpaper also looks fantastic for various projects that we will
deliver this spring. When this number goes to press, the Lord Hugo project
I am working on will just have started. Just outside Alkmaar we and a whole
team have created a fantastic restaurant with diﬀerent atmospheres, such as
a real garden room with plants and green tiles, an industrial area with cool
atmospheres and beautiful outdoor terraces.
The lovely hat is the logo for this overarching complex and this can be found
in many places in the hotel. For example, we made beautiful hooks for your
jacket in aluminium and small cushions in the shape of a hat – the details
make the diﬀerence! Time for a ride to Noord-Holland!
With Nicolicious regards,

Upside down

Nico Tijsen
Creative Director Rivièra Maison

Is it a vase or a hurricane lamp? Or both? This
beautiful candle holder is reversible, so you have a
beautiful ﬂoating bowl with ﬂowers or conversely
a modern candle holder.
Classic Reversible Decoration Hurricane medium
(NOK 399)*, also available in large, Rustic Candle
frosted white, size: 10 x 10 cm (NOK 99), available
in various colours and sizes.

Follow me on:

nicolicious2

@nicolicious2

@nico_tijsen
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Hello Summer!
From a beautiful plateau ﬁlled with tea lights you cannot have
enough of it, both inside and outside it looks so cosy! Here I mixed
all the white tones together for a lovely, summery atmosphere.
Ocean Votive medium (NOK 169)**, Ocean Reef Votive small (NOK 99)
and medium (NOK 149), Basic Beach Votive small (NOK 149) and medium
(NOK 199), Fine Goods Cake Stand diameter: 38 cm (NOK 999).

Conservatory
When I lived in London I loved those old landscape gardens, with
an antique greenhouse here and there. These mini greenhouses
are inspired by these English conservatories. Also fun with a mix
of succulents and mini-biotopes in it!
Hampstead Greenhouse medium (NOK 929)*, also available in large.

Showcase
This beautiful French Glass Box is a hit every season. The combination
of glass and brass makes this new edition exceptional. This box actually
consists of two boxes on top of each other. The ﬂat top box can be used
for displaying small ornaments or jewellery. I love the combination of
large silver shells and soft decorative sand.
French Glass Decoration Box (NOK 1.990), Lipari Summer Shell
Decoration (NOK 349), Panarra Summer Shell Decoration (NOK 349).

lip ops
Here you keep that wonderful summer feeling, great for
strolling along the beach or boulevard in slippers, are you
looking forward again? These ﬂip ﬂops from rustic rattan
are also great fun to hang up, in a group on the wall.
Rustic Rattan Flip Flops (NOK 299), French Glass
Magazine Box size: 35 x 25 cm (NOK 579).

Rustic Rattan Dinard Votive (NOK 169),
Rustic Rattan Saint-Alban Votive (NOK 169),
Rustic Rattan Saint-Briac Votive (NOK 169),
Rustic Rattan Saint-Dier Votive (NOK 169).

* Availble from March 2019.
** Availble from April 2019.
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STYLISH
chique

Kendall Armchair velvet, mineral blue (NOK 8.990), available in various colours velvet and in oxford weave and cotton, Kendall Sofa 3.5 Seater
velvet, mineral blue (NOK 19.990), available in various colours velvet and in oxford weave and cotton, also available as a 2.5 Seater, Inez Coﬀee Table
diameter: 38 cm (NOK 1.490), diameter: 77 cm (NOK 4.490), Easy Island Throw grey, size: 170 x 130 cm (NOK 799), RM British Sports Car (NOK 2.290),
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In a world of rapidly changing living trends and life styles,
Rivièra Maison keeps in sync. Not everyone knows it yet, but besides
the country living style, Rivièra Maison has recently also embraced
a more modern industrial living style; rugged, strong lines yet with a
warm character through the combination of materials such as metal
and recycled old wood.

Classic Vintage Velvet Pillow Cover blue, size: 55 x 35 cm (NOK 449), also available in yellow and pink, Coral Reef Votive medium (NOK 129),
availble from April 2019, also available in small, Saint Aunix Cabinet (NOK 26.990), Shelter Island Side Table with Drawers (NOK 10.990),
Wall Art Boats Near The Beach size: 80 x 60 cm (NOK 2.190), Lisbon Multiple Hurricane (NOK 1.490).
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Industrial & velvet
Industrial and velvet is THE perfect match! Choose a large velvet eye catcher, like the Kendall Armchair in mineral blue,
as the basis for your interior. Deep and warm tones such as dark blue or deep green give a rich look to this modern interior.
For product information, see pages 79-81 of this magazine.
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Time to add some spring!
The basis is set! Now's the time to give the interior a
touch of spring with beautiful accessories. In this interior,
the concrete ﬂoor is combined with a rug for some extra
warmth: the soft colours of the rug >also make the space
seem larger. Candles are the perfect mood creators, in
spring too. The candles take over in the evening what
the sun does in daytime!
Les Fleurs De Paris Mini Vase small (NOK 119),
also available in medium.

Space for everyone
The Shelter Island Dining Table Extendable is the
No. 1 dining table from Rivièra Maison. This sturdy,
robust table has a standard length of 220 cm and can be
extended with one hand to a length of 260 or 300 cm.
Shelter Island Dining Table Extendable (NOK 21.990),
within this series there are various tables available.

Saint Aunix Cabinet (NOK 26.990), Portoﬁno Wine Cooler (NOK 579), Rivièra Maison Utensils Pot (NOK 399), Rustic Rattan Cutlery Organiser
(€ 29,95), Rustic Rattan Apple Fruit Bowl (NOK 349), Shelter Island Dining Table Extendable size: 220/260/300 x 90 cm (NOK 21.990), Megan Dining
Armchair velvet, slate grey (NOK 3.190), available in various colours velvet, Amsterdam City Dining Chair white (NOK 2.190), available in various colours,
Victoria Dining Chair velvet, dolphin (NOK 2.190), available in various colours velvet, Waverly Dining Armchair linen, ﬂax (NOK 4.790), also available in pellini and loose cover linen, The Music Is Good Glass Sound Bar (NOK 349), RM La Cava Wine Cooler (NOK 999), also available in small.
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Nob Hill
Table Lamp
(NOK 929)

Be inspired by shop the look. Find The perfect
combinations and see how you can style your favourite
items. Rivièra Maison supplies THE looks to
give your interior a modern touch!

Quality
Time Clock
(NOK 2.190)

Shelter Island Dining Table extendable
size: 220/300 x 90 cm (NOK 21.990), within this series
there are various tables available

RM British Sports Car
(NOK 2.290)

RM Bicycle
Hook
Easy Island
Throw

(NOK 169)

grey, size:
170 x 130 cm
(NOK 799)

New:
Now also
available without
armrests!
Serene Reef
Votive
small (NOK 79),
also available
in medium

Amsterdam City
Dining Chair
grey (NOK 2.190),
available in
various colours
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A sunny afternoon on the coast of lively Miami, where
a girl in brightly coloured hot pants and dread-locks
whizzes by on roller skates. While a boombox blasts
the best music, you take a sip of your delicious Mojito.
Nearby there's a cheerful ice cream truck where you can
choose from many yummy summery ﬂavoured ice creams
in the most beautiful colours. Sunny rose, pistachio,
coral and cool blue are key in this bright collection of
terry cloth, cotton and velvet.
Strawberry Ice Cream Pillow (NOK 299)*, Palm Lane Fringe Pillow Cover pink,
size: 40 x 30 cm (NOK 399)*, Palm Lane Terry Pillow Cover pink, size: 50 x 50 cm
(NOK 529)*, Palm Lane Classic Pillow Cover ﬂax/green, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 449)*,
Palm Lane Pillow Cover ﬂax/green, size: 65 x 45 cm (NOK 579)*.

* Availble from April 2019.
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FLEXIBLE FURNITURE
Rivièra Maison has expanded the collection with the greatest pouﬀes. From the beautiful soft
velvet of the Opera Footstool to the playful designs and ﬂuﬀy covering of the Marrakech Pouf.
Practical and beautiful as an extra seat or side table, a pouﬀe can be put to many uses. Discover
the various models, colours and materials, and choose the pouﬀe that matches your interior!

Marrakesh Pouf fur, diameter: 40 cm (NOK 1.490), diameter: 50 cm (NOK 1.490), Marrakesh Pouf beige and palm,
diameter: 40 cm (NOK 1.190), diameter: 50 cm (NOK 1.190), also available in pink.

Opera Footstool
velvet, slate grey (NOK 3.290)

Marrakesh Pouf Fur
diameter: 50 cm (NOK 1.490)

The Statesman Pouf
velvet, soho sky blue (NOK 3.290)

Parklane Pouf
velvet, caramel (NOK 2.790)

Huntington Pouf
pellini, camel (NOK 2.190)

Bowery Footstool
velvet, pink (NOK 1.990)

Huntington Pouf
ﬂower (NOK 2.190)
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Opera Footstool velvet, soho sky blue (NOK 3.290), available in various colours velvet, Excellent Caﬀè Latte Mug (NOK 89), also available as
a Lungo Mug, Expresso Mug and Cup of Tea Mug, Sa Canal Lantern (NOK 449), Happy Island Lantern (NOK 279), Serene Bay Lantern (NOK 299).
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A touch of pink

Mix & Match

Today there are many shades of pink around. Like old rose, classic pink,
or pastel pink. These shades are all wonderful for bringing romance back
to the interior. Tone down the feminine and romantic character of the
colour by creating a balance with materials such as wood and metal,
but also with colours such as grey, black and white. Want to use pink in
your interior in a subtle way? Then go for pink accessories in combination
with green leafy plants.

New York Daybed velvet, mineral blue (NOK 10.990), available in various colours velvet, Loveable Linen Lampshade nude, size: 35 x 45 cm (NOK 799),
available in various sizes and colours, Cricket Match Lamp Base (NOK 3.390), Crescent Avenue Sofa 3 Seater pellini, camel (NOK 19.990), available in
various colours pellini and in velvet. For further product information, see pages 79-81 of this magazine.
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Shades of pink
Pink has been around for a while in the interior, but recently has been gaining a
more prominent role When you think of pink you often imagine sweet, romantic
and feminine, but by contrast, this pink is rugged, daring and stylish! Cleverly
combining pink and using it strikingly brings dynamics, warmth and freshness
to the interior!
East Village Armchair velvet, pink (NOK 5.490), available in various colours velvet.,
Spring Street Cabinet (NOK 9.990), Harbour Island Basket medium (NOK 449),
also available in small and large, Serene Island Storage Basket large (NOK 699),
also available in small, Nob Hill Table Lamp (NOK 929).

Tropical Bay Lantern (NOK 699), Maxime Lantern large (NOK 1.490), also available in medium, Tropical Bay Lantern (NOK 699), Cutter Ridge Lantern
large (NOK 2.290), also available in medium and square, Basic Bali Hurricane large (NOK 1.150) and medium (NOK 929), Marina Grande Lantern
white, large (NOK 579), also available in medium.
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Good morning,

SUNSHINE!
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Out with winter and in with
spring: that’s the spirit ...
Time to introduce a fresh spring
look to your home. The bedroom
often lags behind the rest, so let
us show you how to bring the
perfect spring atmosphere in
your bedroom.
Time to replace dark colours with fresh
spring tones. The winter duvet can be put
back in the cupboard and the light duvet is
ready for the coming season - after a good
shake. This asks for a beautiful spring
duvet cover in pale spring colours.

RM Tranquility Duvet Cover sand and pink,
available in various sizes, also available in white,
The Resort Stool (NOK 1.490), Secret Bay
Basket (NOK 799), Brasil Basket Rectangular
medium (NOK 399)**, also available in small
and large, Time To Explore Clock (NOK 999),
Messina Lantern (NOK 449)**, Serene Island
Rectangular Basket small (NOK 349) and
medium (NOK 449), also available in large.
** Availble from April 2019.

New quality
This summer, Rivièra Maison introduces a new quality
to the bedding collection: cool linen combined with
soft cotton! Tranquility bed linen is made from the newest
quality and is perfect for the summer months; natural
and absorbent with a soft feel. Tranquility is available in
three gorgeous colours: white, sand and soft pink.

RM Wake Country Cushion grey, size: 43 x 43 cm (NOK 299), RM Forward Pass
Cushion grey, size: 45 x 45 cm (NOK 299), RM Mason Ridge Duvet Cover blue,
available in various sizes, also available in grey, The Market Sofa Table (NOK 2.190),
Lobby Loft Lamp (NOK 699), Serene Island Rectangular Basket large (NOK 579),
also available in small and medium.
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Botanical vibes all over!
Create the ultimate botanical atmosphere in your bedroom with Botanique bedding.
Would you prefer a quiet and calm atmosphere in your bedroom? No problem!
The bed linen is reversible and has a uni back. Complete the natural look with a
beautiful green cushion.
RM Botanique Duvet Cover green, available in various sizes, Driftwood Double Bed
(NOK 21.990), The Resort Stool (NOK 1.490), Serene Island Rectangular Basket
medium (NOK 449) and large (NOK 579), also available in small, Moulin Café Dining
Chair (NOK 1.990), RM Baltra Cushion green, size: 45 x 45 cm (NOK 299).
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NEW SPRING DESIGNS ...
Give your bedroom a radiant look with new spring designs, fresh colours and beautiful
materials. Colourful designs are perfect for giving your bedroom a fresh look, but again
this year we can decorate our bedroom with exotic plants and green tints. And our colours
are exactly what you would expect for spring: white, pastel and neutral with a cheerful
touch. A sunny combination of light and colour! The Rivièra Maison duvet covers will
give you a dose of spring fever!
RM Tranquility Duvet Cover sand, available in various sizes, also available in pink and white,
RM Adventure Duvet Cover blue, available in various sizes, Secret Bay Basket (NOK 799),
Tropical Bay Lantern (NOK 699), Amsterdam Alarm Clock (NOK 799), RM Good Vibes
Cushion blue, size: 43 x 43 cm (NOK 299).

Great adventure
Dreaming of water fun and adventure under the Great Adventure bedding.
The reversible duvet cover and pillowcases have a light blue stripe
pattern on the back and embroidery on the front. Just like the bedding
This stylish sequin pillow is reversible!
RM Sequin Stripe Cushion blue, size: 43 x 43 cm (NOK 299).

RM News
It’s babytime!
@ RM Café Arnhem
Do you have a baby shower coming up? And would you like to
celebrate this with a high tea? That’s available at our RM Café
in Arnhem. We provide delicious snacks and, if desired, suitable
accessories!
Please feel free to contact our colleagues via:
tel. +31 (0)26 - 303 33 30, or check out the Facebook page:
facebook.com/rmcafearnhem

The Interior Designs studios of Rivièra Maison are fully refreshed and
furnished with new materials. So now we can give you even better
advice.
The studios in our Stores are there to give you free advice with no
obligation for the furnishing of your living space. From brief styling
tips and ﬁrst sketches, to detailed interior drawings, advice on
materials, layout and the ﬁnal design with furniture and accessories
from Rivièra Maison. Our styling advice is not limited to the home
interior. We are also happy to help you with the design of your
outdoor space.
A video of the design studio can be viewed at:
https://rivieramaison.com/international/inspiration-and-advice/
interior-design-advice

The glass balloons last a long time!
A great maternity gift and, thanks to
the recess, easy to hang as a wall
decoration in the nursery. Available
as a pink, blue and white variant.
Hello Baby Girl Balloon (NOK 329),
Hello Baby Boy Balloon (NOK 329),
also available as a white Hello Sweet
Baby Balloon.

Keep

in touch

rivieramaison.com
On the website of Rivièra Maison you will ﬁnd the
collection, news, inspiration and information.

Follow us on Social Media:

Working at Rivièra Maison
Did you know that we recently launched a separate job
vacancy site? Feel free to take a look, who knows, perhaps
your ideal job is waiting there!

facebook.com/rivieramaison
instagram.com/rivieramaison
pinterest.com/rivieramaison

werkenbijrivieramaison.nl
youtube.com/user/RivieraMaisonMovies
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Product information
Cover & Mood pages
Front cover
Paciﬁca Glass Cabinet (NOK 21.990), within this series there are various cabinets and a room divider available, Residenza Sofa
3.5 Seater oxford weave, alaskan white (NOK 31.990), available in various colours, Macrame Pillow Cover size: 50 x 50 cm
(NOK 699).

pages 2-3
Classic Lampshade white, size: 35 x 45 cm (NOK 699), Connaught Lamp Base (NOK 1.990), Monaco Butler Tray (NOK 4.490),
within this series there are various tables available, Residenza Sofa 3.5 Seater oxford weave, alaskan white (NOK 31.990), available
in various colours, Paciﬁca Glass Cabinet (NOK 21.990), Paciﬁca Glass Dresser (NOK 17.490), within this series there are various
cabinets and a room divider available, Rustic Rattan Eivissa Stool (NOK 1.990), Le Bar American Coﬀee Table size: 130 x 60 cm
(NOK .7990), within this series there are various tables available, Seminyak Lantern (NOK 929).

Back cover
Bloom Paris Label Vase (NOK 579)*, Rustic Rattan Dinard Votive (NOK 169), Rustic Rattan Saint-Briac Votive (NOK 169).

Index
pages 6-7
Twiggy End Table set of 2 (NOK 3.290), also available as a Coﬀee Table set of 2, Calcara Beach Lantern (NOK 349)*,
Notting Hill Sofa 3.5 Seater velvet, soho sky blue (NOK 1.5490), available in various colours velvet, Café Floral Reserved
Pillow Cover ﬂax/black, size: 65 x 45 cm (NOK 579)*, Café Floral Leaf Pillow Cover black/white, size: 40 x 30 cm (NOK 349)*,
Wall Art Audrey With Bubble Gum size: 80 x 60 cm (NOK 1.990), Loveable Linen Lampshade charcoal, size: 15 x 20 cm
(NOK 299), also available in size: 25 x 30 cm and 35 x 45 cm, Breakers Point Lamp Base large (NOK 999), Hampstead
Greenhouse medium (NOK 929)*, also available in large.

Modern living
page 21
Midtown Book Cabinet (NOK 10.990), Rustic Rattan Desert Jeep (NOK 1.590)*, Serene Island Serving Tray size: 50 x 34 cm
(NOK 579), Happy Island Cake Stand diameter: 50 cm (NOK 1.490), Finest Selection Gin & Tonic Glass (NOK 149)*, Grocery
Store Hurricane large (NOK 579), also available in medium, La Marina Dining Armchair (NOK 2.190), Rockefeller Dining Chair
velvet, in ice blue, café latte and midnight grey (NOK 3.990), available in various colours velvet and in pellini, Canyamel
Dining Table white legs, diameter: 140 cm (NOK 15.490), also available with black legs, Tribeca Bar Cabinet (NOK 17.490).

pages 22-23
Gloucester Butler Floor Lamp (NOK 3.390), Classic Natural Linen Lampshade white, size: 42 x 55 cm (NOK 999), The Uptown
Sofa melee, in blue, light brown and natural (NOK 8.990), available in various colours melee and velvet, Pretty Pompon Throw
white, size: 170 x 130 cm (NOK 799), also available in natural, Lovely Linen Roll Pillow Cover natural, size: 50 x 20 cm (NOK 449),
also available in pink and white, Classic Vintage Velvet Pillow Cover blue, size: 55 x 35 cm (NOK 449), also available in pink and
yellow, Tassel Treasure Pillow Cover white, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 449), also available in grey, Secret Bay Basket (NOK 799),
Coachella Throw white, size: 170 x 130 cm (NOK 1.490).
French Glass Lamp Base (NOK 1.990), Loveable Linen Lampshade black, size: 28 x 38 cm (NOK 699), available in various sizes,
Le Bar American Coﬀee Table set of 3 (NOK 9.990), within this series there are various tables available, RM Est. 1948 Vase
With Handles (NOK 699), The Uptown Sofa melee, natural (NOK 8.990), available in various colours melee and in velvet,
Tassel Treasure Pillow Cover white, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 449), also available in grey, Lovely Lace Pillow Cover white, size:
50 x 30 cm (NOK 349), also available in ﬂax, Maxime Lantern large (NOK 1.490), also available in medium, Panarra Summer
Shell Decoration (NOK 349).
Classic Reversible Decoration Hurricane large (NOK 579)*, also available in medium, Trident Coﬀee Table (NOK 8.990),
Cameron Coﬀee Table set of 2 (NOK 9.990), Grimaldi Hurricane medium (NOK 699) and large (NOK 999), Harbour Island
Basket medium (NOK 449), also available in small and large, Summer Shell Votive medium (NOK 149)**, also available in small,
The Uptown Sofa melee, in blue, light brown and natural (NOK 8.990), available in various colours melee and velvet, Coachella
Festival Bag medium (NOK 579), also available in small.

Power women
page 26
Ocean Park Sofa 3.5 Seater velvet, caramel (NOK 19.990), available in various colours velvet, Classic Vintage Velvet Pillow Cover
blue and pink, size: 55 x 35 cm (NOK 449), also available in yellow, Parklane Pouf velvet, caramel (NOK 2.790), available in various
colours velvet, The Statesman Pouf velvet, caramel (NOK 3.290), available in various colours velvet.

page 27
The Jagger Center washed cotton, naturel, width: 125 cm (NOK 9.490), this series is available in a selection of modules in velvet,
washed cotton and oxford weave, Whimsical Weave Pillow Cover white, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 579), Faubourg End Table nickel,
diameter: 42 cm (NOK 2.190), also available in diameter: 35 cm, Classic Amsterdam Vase (NOK 929).
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Power women (continuation)
page 28
Classic Amsterdam Vase (NOK 929), Tribeca Bar Cabinet (NOK 17.490), Wall Art Brigitte Bardot Writing size: 60 x 50 cm
(NOK 1.690), Wall Art Sophia Loren size: 80 x 60 cm (NOK 1.990).

page 29
Le Bar American Dining Table size: 140 cm (NOK 13.490), within this series there are various tables available, Victoria Dining
Chair velvet, pink (NOK 2.190), available in various colours velvet, Bridge Lane Dining Chair velvet, pink (NOK 3.190), available
in various colours velvet and in pellini, & Metal Storage Jar (NOK 579), Heart Metal Storage Jar (NOK 449), XL Metal Storage
Jar (NOK 699), RM Metal Storage Jar (NOK 579).

Simple elegance
page 38
Raﬄes Serving Tray (NOK 1.590), C-Champagne Flute (NOK 119).
Amsterdam City Dining Armchair tree taupe (NOK 2.690), available in various colours and as a version without armrests,
Mallorca Dining Table size: 180 x 90 cm (NOK 14.990), within this series there are various tables available, Wessex Dining
Chair velvet, pink (NOK 3.990), available in various colours velvet and in pellini, Eat Good Cake Stand (NOK 349), With Love
Chopping Board (NOK 449), Tasty Treats Mini Cake Stand medium (NOK 129), also available in small, Rustic Rattan
Heart Coasters (NOK 349), Wimbledon Etagere (NOK 349), Coﬀee House Mug (NOK 99), also available as a Tea House Mug,
Heart Cake Stand small (NOK 279), also available in medium.

Colour confessions
page 41
Contessa Sofa 3 Seater velvet, ice blue (NOK 1.5490), available in various colours velvet and as a 2 Seater and Armchair,
Classic Vintage Velvet Pillow Cover yellow, size: 55 x 35 cm (NOK 449), also available in blue and pink, Whimsical Weave
Pillow Cover white, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 579), Madeleine End Table set of 2 (NOK 2.190), Venice Adjustable Sofa Table
large (NOK 1.490), also available in medium.

Style rooms
page 46
Radziwill Sofa 3 Seater linen, pristine white (NOK 18.990), available in various colours linen and as a 2 Seater, East Harbour
Floor Lamp (NOK 9.290), Secret Bay Basket (NOK 799), Stromboli Linen Anchor Pillow Cover ecru, size: 50 x 50 cm
(NOK 699)**, Coachella Throw white, size: 170 x 130 cm (NOK 1.490), Island Plaited Pillow Cover natural, size: 45 x 45 cm
(NOK 699)**, Wall Art Boats Near The Beach size: 80 x 60 cm (NOK 2.190), Cabot Cove Coﬀee Table (NOK 4.490), Classic
RM Candle Dôme medium (NOK 199) and large (NOK 229), also available in small, RM Classic Candle Saucer (NOK 99),
Canbrera Island Carpet size: 240 x 140 cm (NOK 2.290), also available in size: 180 x 70 cm.

page 49
Rustic Rattan Formentera Cabinet (NOK 13.490, Secret Bay Basket (NOK 799), Stromboli Jeans Pillow Cover blue/ﬂax,
size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 449)**, Fine Goods Cake Stand diameter: 38 cm (NOK 999), also available in diameter: 50 cm,
Stromboli Fabulous Fish Pillow Cover ﬂax, size: 50 x 30 cm (NOK 449)**, Canbrera Island Carpet size: 240 x 140 cm
(NOK 2.290), also available in size: 180 x 70 cm, Rustic Rattan Rocky Horse size: 47 x 13 cm (NOK 1.150), Jacky Photo Frame
size: 18 x 13 cm (NOK 449)*, also available in size: 15 x 10 cm, French Glass Decoration Box (NOK 1.990), Macrame Pillow
Cover size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 699), Orient Trunk XL (NOK 4.490).

page 50
Rustic Rattan Ibiza Swing (NOK 2.190), Macrame Pillow Cover size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 699), Stromboli Linen Anchor Pillow
Cover ecru, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 699)**, Stromboli Pillow Cover sand, size: 65 x 45 cm (NOK 449)**, Stromboli Linen
Stripe Pillow Cover cream, size: 65 x 45 cm (NOK 699)**, Island Plaited Pillow Cover natural, size: 45 x 45 cm (NOK 699)**,
Messina Throw blue and ﬂax, size: 170 x 130 cm (NOK 799)**, Stromboli Jeans Pillow Cover blue/ﬂax, size: 50 x 50 cm
(NOK 449)**, Stromboli Linen Anchor Pillow Cover ecru, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 699)**, Secret Bay Basket (NOK 799),
Stromboli Lifebuoy Pillow blue (NOK 579)**, Cala Galdana Stripe Carpet size: 120 x 70 cm (NOK 699), Stromboli Pillow
Cover sand, size: 65 x 45 cm (NOK 449)**.

Wall art
pages 52-53
RM Wallpaper Rustic Rough Linen natural grey, available in various colours, Lovely Lace Pillow Cover white, size: 50 x 30 cm
(NOK 349), also available in ﬂax, Whimsical Weave Pillow Cover white, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 579), Panama Rocking Chair
(NOK 7.990), Venice Adjustable Sofa Table large (NOK 1.490), also available in medium, Finest Taste Glass (NOK 99).
RM Wallpaper Anvers Linen Stripe crème, available in various colours, Beacon Hill Side Table french grey (NOK 14.990),
also available in washed oak, Basic Bali Hurricane medium (NOK 929) and large (NOK 1.150), Tropical Bay Lantern (NOK 699),
Tassel Treasure Pillow Cover white, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 449), also available in grey.
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Wallpaper (continuation)
page 53
RM Wallpaper Rustic Rough Linen Uni jade, available in various colours, Frisco Drive Dining Armchair pellini, camel
(NOK 3.190), also available in coﬀee and in velvet, Messina Throw ﬂax, size: 170 x 130 cm (NOK 799), also available in blue,
Shelter Island Side Table with drawers (NOK 10.990), within this series there are various tables available, Wall Art Old
Mercedes size: 60 x 50 cm (NOK 1.790), Harbour Island Basket medium (NOK 449), also available in small and large, Classic
1960 Telephone (NOK 1.150).

pages 54-55
RM Wallpaper Botanicall Bliss taupe, available in various colours, Gloucester Butler Floor Lamp (NOK 3.390), Classic Natural
Linen Lampshade white, size: 42 x 55 cm (NOK 999), Radziwill Sofa 3 Seater linen, pristine white (NOK 18.990), available in
various colours linen and as a 2 Seater, Messina Throw ﬂax, size: 170 x 130 cm (NOK 799), also available in blue, Lovely Linen
Pillow Cover natural, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 579), also available in blossom, fresh green and eggshell, Lovely Linen Roll Pillow
Cover natural, size: 50 x 20 cm (NOK 449), Le Bar American Coﬀee Table size: 130 x 60 cm (NOK 7.990), within this series
there are various tables available, Grimaldi Hurricane large (NOK 999), also available in medium, Grocery Store Hurricane large
(NOK 579), also available in medium.
RM Wallpaper Lille Stripes taupe, available in various colours, Newport Drawer Cabinet (NOK 10.990), within this series there
are various cabinets available, Loveable Linen Lampshade black, size: 15 x 20 cm (NOK 299), available in various sizes, Bamboo
Grove Table Lamp (NOK 1.350), Grimaldi Hurricane large (NOK 999), also available in medium, Lovely Lace Pillow Cover
white, size: 50 x 30 cm (NOK 349), also available in ﬂax.
RM Wallpaper Mystic Flower beige, available in various colours, Loveable Linen Lampshade charcoal, size: 25 x 30 cm
(NOK 449), available in various sizes, Breakers Point Lamp Base large (NOK 999), Atlantic Votive green, medium (NOK 149),
also available in small and in blue, Palm Lane Votive pink (NOK 149)**, Union Square Headboard Double pellini, camel
(NOK 10.990), also available in anthracite.

page 56
RM Wallpaper Midtown Tile crème, also available in white, Happy Island Wooden Etagère 3 Layer (NOK 799)**, Tasty Tapas
Tasty Bowl (NOK 59), Traditional Tassel Napkin ﬂax, set of 2 (NOK 229).
RM Wallpaper Rustic Rough Linen ﬂax (NOK 579), available in various colours, Rustic Rattan Wall Shelf rectangular (NOK 579),
small (NOK 579) and medium (NOK 699), Stromboli Votive small (NOK 89)** and medium (NOK 129)**, Easy Island Seashell
Wreath diameter: 33 cm (NOK 449), Rustic Rattan Fish medium (NOK 299)**, also available in small, Rustic Rattan Flip Flops
(NOK 299)**, Happy Fish Bistro Table (NOK 5.490), Traditional Tassel Table Cloth ﬂax, size: 270 x 150 cm (NOK 1.150),
Fine Goods Cake Stand diameter: 38 cm (NOK 999), also available in diameter: 50 cm, Moulin Café Dining Chair (NOK 1.990),
Driftwood Wine Cabinet (NOK 10.990).

Stylish chique
page 66
Lisbon Multiple Hurricane (NOK 1.490), Kendall Armchair velvet, mineral blue (NOK 8.990), available in various colours
and in oxford weave, velvet and cotton, Wall Art Boats Near The Beach size: 80 x 60 cm (NOK 2.190), Saint Aunix Cabinet
(NOK 26.990), Shelter Island Side Table with Drawers (NOK 10.990), Easy Island Throw grey, size: 170 x 130 cm (NOK 799),
RM British Sports Car (NOK 2.290), Coral Reef Votive medium (NOK 129)**, also available in small, Inez Coﬀee Table
diameter: 38 cm (NOK 1.490), also available in diameter: 77 cm.
Lisbon Multiple Hurricane (NOK 1.490), Coral Reef Votive small (NOK 79)** and medium (NOK 129)**, Rustic Candle
pearl jade, size: 7 x 13 cm (NOK 89), also available in size: 7 x 10 cm.
Toulouse Bistro Table size: 70 x 70 cm (NOK 5.490), Rockefeller Dining Chair velvet, midnight grey (NOK 3.190), available in
various colours velvet and in pellini, Nob Hill Table Lamp (NOK 929).
Saint Aunix Cabinet (NOK 26.990), Portoﬁno Wine Cooler (NOK 579), Rivièra Maison Utensils Pot (NOK 399), Rustic Rattan
Cutlery Organiser (NOK 349), Rustic Rattan Apple Fruit Bowl (NOK 349).

A touch of pink
page 72
New York Daybed velvet, mineral blue (NOK 10.990), available in various colours velvet, Loveable Linen Lampshade nude,
size: 35 x 45 cm (NOK 799), available in various sizes, Cricket Match Lamp Base (NOK 3.390), Crescent Avenue Sofa 3 Seater
pellini, camel (NOK 19.990), available in the colours coﬀee and anthracite and in velvet, Classic Vintage Velvet Pillow Cover
pink, size: 35 x 55 cm (NOK 449), Lovely Linen Pillow Cover blossom, size: 50 x 50 cm (NOK 579), also available in eggshell,
natural and green, Le Bar Americain Coﬀee Table set of 5 (NOK 13.490), in within this series there are various tables available,
Spring Street Cabinet (NOK 9.990), East Village Armchair velvet, pink (NOK 5.490), available in various colours and in velvet.

* Availble from March 2019. ** Availble from April 2019.
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Publication Information
Monaco Coﬀee Table set of 3, size: 70 x 70 cm (NOK 9.990), within this
series there are various tables available, Finest Selection Gin & Tonic Glass
(NOK 149), Happy Shell Salad Bowl (NOK 199), French Glass Box
size: 40 x 30 cm (NOK 699), also available in sizes: 60 x 30 cm and
30 x 30 cm, Harbour Island Basket large (NOK 579), also available in
small and medium, Maxime Lantern large (NOK 1.490), also available
in medium, Panama Rocking Chair (NOK 7.990).
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